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Sermon Covenant Presbyterian Church 

January 6, 2019  Rev. Zeta T. Lamberson 

 

The Dawning of Understanding 

Matthew 2:1-12 

            

 The wise men or magi have fascinated us for years.  Their story is as familiar to us as the birth 

narratives and the shepherds visit and yet it is interesting that what has intrigued us about this story has 

been who they were, where they came from and what they brought as gifts.  So much so that through 

the years we have embellished the story into so much more that many do not know what is scriptural 

and what is added.  Matthew does not tell us how many wise men came - only that they brought three 

gifts.  It is the hymn writer John Henry Hopkins who cemented that idea in our mind when he wrote 

“We Three Kings of Orient Are” in 1857.  And from the opera Amahl and the Night Visitors first 

performed in 1951 names were given to them.  Scholars have spent many hours trying to discover the 

nationalities of the magi and yet all Matthew tells us is that the magi came from the East - and East is 

relative isn’t it!     

 A new children’s book by Barbara Brown Taylor called “Home by Another Way” led me this 

year to reflect on their story in a new way.  She begins the book with these words: 

“Once upon a time there were three very wise men  

who were all sitting in their own countries,  

minding their own business,  

when a bright star lodged in the right eye of each one of them. 

The star was so bright that none of them could tell  

whether it was burning in the sky  

or in their own imaginations,  
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but they were wise enough to know  

it did not matter all that much.   

The point was, something beyond them was calling them,  

and it was a tug they had been waiting for all their lives.”  

Something beyond them was calling them.... And it was a tug they had been waiting for all their lives. 

 Think about that.  Something beyond them was calling them - the wise men did not set out on 

their journey because they thought it would be fun - traveling on camels across the desert was not fun!  

They set out because something was calling them - leading them.  Something that had been tugging at 

them all their lives. They did not know exactly what it was but they set out on their journey hoping to 

discover what the tug - the yearning - the inner calling was all about.   

 That is what I think we forget when we spend so much time thinking about who the wise men 

were, where they came from and what they brought.  No matter how fascinating those details are to us.  

We miss what happened to the magi as they felt the tug and sought to discern where God was leading 

them and what happened to them as they followed the star and then returned home.  So today I want us 

to reflect on the journey and how it impacted their lives.  For through their experience the truth God 

was revealing began to dawn upon them.   

 The magi had spent their lives studying the stars but this star was different.  It tugged at their 

hearts summoning them to follow.  The star led them first to Jerusalem where they thought they would 

find answers for they were searching for the King of the Jews.  But when they arrived it seems pretty 

clear that their encounter with King Herod left them uneasy.  First of all Herod did not know of the 

birth of a child who would be King of the Jews.  He had to consult others.  And isn’t it interesting that 

the chief priests and scribes knew of the prophecies of scripture but had no curiosity to see if the 
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prophecy had come to fruition.  Herod, at least, needed to know if it was true and yet his questions 

must have seemed strange to the wise men for the questions were all about when the star had appeared.  

And there was something about the way he sent them off encouraging them to find the child and return 

with news.  Why weren’t any of them curious and anxious to find the child themselves?   

 They left and the star guided them to Bethlehem to the house where the child lived.  They were 

overjoyed.  When they saw the child and Mary, his mother, they knelt and paid him homage - they 

worshiped him.  They had found what they were looking for - the child.  They offered the child their 

gifts.  We can imagine the excitement of that moment - the culmination of their journey. 

 And yet was this really the culmination - the end - of their journey?  Not really for the final 

verse in this passage says “And having been warned in a dream not to return to Herod, they left for 

their own country by another road.” They wanted to avoid Herod at all costs but maybe it was more.  

As the truth of what they had experienced was revealed to them - as they reflected on their journey so 

far - maybe, just maybe, a dawning of understanding began in their hearts.    

  When T.S. Eliot wrote his poem “The Journey of the Magi” he reflected on the story of the 

journey to the Christ child and back again.  In his poem Eliot reflects on what the journey does deep 

inside the poem's narrator, one of the magi. He ends the poem with these words: 

 We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, 

 But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation, 

 With an alien people clutching their gods. 

Eliot published this poem around the holidays as a type of Christmas card, and specifically in response 

to his conversion to Anglicanism. In writing about this poem, former Archbishop of Canterbury, 

Rowan Williams remarked, "Eliot never wanted to present religious faith as a nice cheerful answer to 
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everyone's questions, but as an inner shift so deep that you could hardly notice it, yet giving a new 

perspective on everything and a new restlessness in a tired and chilly world." 

(Https://www.buildfaith.org/the-journey-of-the-magi/) 

 And maybe that is what happened to the wise men as they traveled home by another way.  

They gained a new perspective on everything and became restless with the ways of the world.  A 

restlessness that led them to a new way of life.  The word epiphany when not capitalized describes a 

feeling that is an experience of a sudden, striking realization - a moment when the truth of a situation 

dawns on us - when we come to understand something in a new way.   

 When the wise men beheld the Christ Child - when they looked into his face - they had an 

epiphany.  They were so filled with joy that they were brought to their knees.  Think about that.  

Wise men, wealthy men, influential men in their own countries brought to their knees beside a small 

child in humble adoration.  For they beheld the glory of the Lord and the world around them began to 

focus in new ways.  They gained a new perspective on life itself.  And they felt a restlessness with the 

ways of the world.  A restlessness that was confirmed when they were warned in a dream not to return 

to Herod.  No, they must return home by another road for their lives were forever changed.   

 Friends, when we look into the face of the Christ child and bow in humble adoration - we too 

are challenged to see a new dawn, a new day, a new way of life.  It is not an easy road but it is the road 

of discipleship.  The reality is that once we have encountered the Christ child - once his eyes have 

penetrated our hearts and his love exploded into our lives - we are never the same again.  Our 

perspectives change.  We can never walk the same path again for there is a restlessness in our souls - a 

yearning for a different life - a desire to not center our thoughts and actions on ourselves but to see the 

world as God sees the world and to respond with Godly actions.  

 As we begin a new year together as a community of faith the leadership of Covenant 

(Https:/www.buildfaith.org/the
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Presbyterian Church has begun to realize that we cannot return to the past - to the old ways.  We must 

forge ahead into a new way of being as we journey home by another way.  As I have told you before 

we are involved in an in-depth look at our future through a Pneumatrix consultation.  The truth is 

dawning on members of the team involved in this study that we must find another way to be the 

church.  We are gaining an understanding of how challenging the future is for the church of Jesus 

Christ throughout the world and especially in America for our culture has changed around us while we 

have remained the same.  It is becoming clear that what is required of us in the twenty-first century 

will lead us on a different path - a different journey than we have ever experienced before - and yet it is 

the same journey that the magi took from their encounter with the Christ child back home by another 

way, - and the same journey that the first disciples took - a journey that led from the manger to the 

cross.  A journey that begins with a restlessness that compels us to find another way home.  That is 

what I believe the wise men began to understand on their journey home and what we must understand 

as we begin 2019 together as a community of faith.    

 Presbyterian poet Ann Weems wrote a poem entitled The Cross in the Manger that reminds us 

of the tension of the journey for believers: 

 If there is no cross in the manger, 

  there is no Christmas. 

 If the Babe doesn’t become the Adult, 

  there is no Bethlehem star. 

 If there is no commitment in us, 

  there are no Wise Men searching. 

 If we offer no cup of cold water, 
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  there is no gold, no frankincense, no myrrh. 

 If there is no praising God’s name, 

  there are no angels singing. 

 If there is no spirit of alleluia, 

  there are no shepherds watching. 

 If there is no standing up, no speaking out, no risk.  

  There is no Herod, no flight into Egypt. 

 If there is no room in our inn. 

  then “Merry Christmas” mocks the Christ child,  

  and the Holy Family is just a holiday card,  

  and God will loathe our feasts and festivals. 

 For if there is no reconciliation, 

  we cannot call Christ “Prince of Peace.” 

 If there is no goodwill toward others, 

  it can all be packed away in boxes for another year. 

 If there is no forgiveness in us, 

  there is no cause for celebration. 

 If we cannot go now even unto Golgotha, 

  there is no Christmas in us. 

 If Christmas is not now, 

  if Christ is not born into the everyday present,  

  then what is all the noise about?     (Kneeling in Bethlehem, Ann Weems, The Westminster Press, p. 

77)  
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 My friends, it is time for Christ to be born into our everyday present.  And the experience of 

the wise men and the disciples teach us that the journey begins when we decide to travel home by 

another way.  My prayer is that the star gifts we received earlier will be the beginning of the process to 

open our hearts this year to God’s leading us into a new way of being followers of Jesus Christ in this 

place for this time for God’s glory.   


